Abstract
Introduction

34
An accurate flood-frequency analysis is critical for the design of many civil infrastructures such 35 as drainage system and flood proof walls. Copula word is taken from Latin language and the 36 meaning of copula is link and the concept of copula was introduced in mathematical and 37 statistical manner by Sklar (1959) in a theorem that describes a copula as a function. Afterwards, 38 many researchers such as Genest and MacKay (1986) , Genest and Rivest (1993) and Nelsen the data sets, 21 data sets lies beyond the range of acceptance so these data sets were omitted. Of 81 course it is not possible to cover all input-output cases in trained models the extrapolation limit 82 are required (Hooshyaripor et al. 2014 ). Best copula model can be selected by coarse grid model Meghalaya and Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Gumbel-Hoggard copula model was well 89 simulates for rain fall estimation (Ghosh, 2010 (Muhaisen, et al. 2006) . Multivariate probability distributions with arbitrary marginal can be 98 constructed in a flexible manner with the introduction of copulas (Wang et al. 2001 ). Major 99 issue of a copula is the compatibility with dimensions though they were successfully tested and 100 applied on several hydrological problems. (Kao and Govindaraju, 2008) . Application of copula 101 in the engineering problem need moderate and minimal computational effort and accuracy of the 102 output is also satisfactory (Kao et al., 2012 rainfall dependence in sub-basins decreases up to 18 %. To predict decrease runoff error spatial 104 rainfall dependence could be recommended for copula modeling (Razmkhah, 2016) .
105
The aim of this paper is to generate the out flow discharge data at Farakka barrage using
106
Copulas. In this study, Normal Copula, T-Copula, Frank Copula, Clayton Copula, Gumbel-
107
Hoggard (GH) copula, Ali-Mikhail-Haq(AMH) copula are used and best copula is selected for 108 generation of discharge data based on copula parameters, Mean square error(MSE), Akaike
109
Information criterion(AIC), Bayesian Information criterion (BIC).
110
ARIMA model was developed to forecast monthly inflow discharge in a reservoir system 111 (Mohan et al., 1955 ). Criteria for model selection are residual variance (Katz et al. 1981 ), Akaike 112 information criteria ( Akaike 1974) and Posterior probability criteria (Kashyap 1977) . 
GumbelHoggard 
Where,
141
ϴ= Parameter which controlling the dependence between x and y.
142
Ф= Generator of the copulas.
143
Debye function is expressed as follows. November) data is separated and making two series of dataset for copulas. Jun. -Nov. 1968 ( Figure 6 ).
167
The violet colour represents the data set for different times and red colour represents normal 
Mean square Error (MSE) or Mean squared deviation (MSD)
202
It is measurement of the mean of the squares of the errors or deviations i.e., the difference 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
212
For a given data set and given set of models . AIC measures relative quality of statistical 213 methods and it compute the each model's quality, relative to other models quality (Table 2) .
214
Hence, AIC criteria is used for model selection and lowest value of AIC is proffered for model. . 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
221
It is a model selection criterion , model is selected among the finite set of model. Model with 222 lowest value of BIC is preferred (Table 2 ). It is mainly based on likelihood function and it having 223 approximate same conditions as Akaike information criterion (AIC).
Where, 226 n = Number of data points.
227 K = Number of parameters. 
Kolmogorov -Smirnov test
231
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test or KS test) is a nonparametric test of the equality of 232 continuous, one-dimensional probability distributions that can be used to compare a sample with 233 a reference probability distribution (one-sample K-S test), or to compare two samples (two-
234
sample K-S test) ( Table 3 ). The two-sample K-S test is one of the most useful and general 235 nonparametric methods for comparing two samples, as it is sensitive to differences in both For a best copula model MLE should be high and MSE, AIC, BIC should be minimum from the 256 above data frank is best model for predicting the data (Table 4 ). Figure 9 shows the probability 257 density variation from green to red, green having lowest probability density and green colour 258 having maximum probability density. It also represents the probability density function and 259 cumulative distribution function for frank copula which is best for prediction of discharge data.
261
Hydrol is taken from some non-parametric method (Table 5) . Formula of empirical CDF of copula is 266 given below. In the Figure 10 , the blue points shows data points at calibration and validation CDF of observed and empirical copula in calibration and validation state.
for ARMA is approach linear type stationary ARMA models are fitted by observed discharge data where stationary means the ARMA models that are generated from a time series does not changing its underlying probability distribution function (pdf) from which different time series are pulled out. In loose sense stationarity indicates time series has constant mean and variance throughout the process where time series is the collection of random variables, plotted corresponding of its time, follow on their own distribution (figure. 11). In ARMA model AR i.e.
auto regressive term indicates lag of time series value and moving average is the lag in error term. Generally, ARIMA is conventional class of model where "I" integration term indicates uired to do the time series stationary but in this study it is done by normalizing all the discharge data through its long term mean and standard deviation
The mathematical form of normalization is given below.
CDF of observed and empirical copula in calibration and validation state.
is approach linear type stationary ARMA models are fitted by observed discharge data where stationary means the ARMA models that are generated from a time series does not changing its underlying probability distribution function (pdf) from which different values of time series are pulled out. In loose sense stationarity indicates time series has constant mean and variance throughout the process where time series is the collection of random variables, plotted . In ARMA model AR i.e.
auto regressive term indicates lag of time series value and moving average is the lag in error term. Generally, ARIMA is conventional class of model where "I" integration term indicates uired to do the time series stationary but in this study it is done by normalizing all the discharge data through its long term mean and standard deviation (figure. 12).
(8) analysis an assumption is taken as time series is a random sample of a process over time and is process contains deterministic term in wave form and noise or random term by which the 318 information is extracted from time series and shows prominent spike in variance spectrum plot.
319
The contributing equations for spectral analysis are given below 
Line spectrum
334
The spike in the line spectrum confirms the presence of particular month periodicity in the data 335 ( Figure 13 and Table 6 )and lime spectrum is plot between spectral density versus angular frequency. It is also known as variance spectrum. Line spectrum plot is drawn by using discharge 337 data and standardized discharge data. : Plot of spectral density versus angular frequency.
frequency. It is also known as variance spectrum. Line spectrum plot is drawn by using discharge 
Where, Back shift operator X t = X t-j , it shift the value for j th lag. Where, N is the total data sets those are used for model calibration, σ i is the variance of residual 399 series where residual is the difference between observe data and corresponding to model output 400 and n i is the total number of parameter of a model.
401
The parameter, MLE values for candidate models are shown in table below. 
Maximum likelihood rule
408
A likelihood value for every of the candidate models ( 
Model Validation
420
In the present study ARMA(2,0) ( Where, e ⃑ = Estimated residual mean. 
Results and Discussion
439
Outflow data for future are generated by using Frank Copula. The sample size for data Copula is the best model for generating outflow discharge data at Farakka barrage. Predicted discharge (Cumec)
39
2 ) (Figure 18 and Figure 19 ). Based upon all above test Frank
Copula is the best model for generating outflow discharge data at Farakka barrage. Comparison of Observed and predicted data for ARIMA(2,0) model.
. Time series of observed data and generated data.
ved and predicted data for ARIMA(2,0) model. 
Conclusion
479
Copula based study and ARMA models are used in this study Frank copula is selected among the 
483
Frank copula estimated better result over ARMA(2,0).
484
A copula based study which can be used to derive bivariate distribution function of flow rate 
